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ABSTRACT

The theory of taxation and labor supply is examined in a model with

exogenous wage rate uncertainty in order to reappraise conventional views

regarding incentive effects of income maintenance schemes. A negative

income tax and various versions of a wage subsidy scheme are compared in

a simplified model on the basis of incentive criteria. The results one

obtains depend crucially on wage-rate uncertainty or the possibility of

being unemployed.



Income Haintenance Schemes Under Wage-Rate Uncertainty

1. INTRODUCTION

While there is a very large theoretical and applied literature on

taxation and labor supply under conditions of perfect certainty,

comparatively little attention has been paid to the case of uncertainty.l

In so ,far as labor is supplied under a regular fixed-wage contract with

no risk of involuntary unemployment, the neglect of uncertainty is possibly

quite reasonable. When one applies taxation theory to income maintenance

schemes for the poor, however, the certainty assumption may be misleading.

This paper examines the way in which uncertainty on the seller's side in

the labor contract modifies sta~dard results in taxes, subsidies, and

labor supply.

We shall concentrate specifically on wage-rate uncertainty. This can

affect incomes of poor people in a number of ways. (1) Those who are

self-employed receive a random return to the weekly hours they devote to

their job. (2) "Piece work" or other productivity-related employment

contracts clearly have an uncertainty component. (3) Promotion and bonus

schemes can have a similar effect in the life cycle of poverty. Many

currently low paid workers know that the prospect of a higher wage through

career-ladder advancement may be obtained by currently working more hours

or at a greater intensity. At the time that the labor supply decision is

made, of course, the returns to this marginal effort are uncertain. (4)

The possibility of unemployment can also be interpreted in the context

of a random wage--though more care is needed here. If the hours-of-work

decision is made collectively (for exaNple via union representation),
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alt~ough ~he going wage-rat~ may be known with certainty, for each individual

~t may be ~ncertain ~hether he will be able to find e~ployment or not, or

indeed ~eep his job at the going rate.

Before we proceed to formal analysis let us see why a problem might
• " j

aris~. Suppose the wage rate is certain, and let the worker be a conven-

tional utility maximizer confronted with a linear income tax schedule.

Suppo~e no~ that the fax is made more, progressive, by increasing both the

marginal tax rate (m.t.r.) and the exemption level of the linear tax
.' ,

schedule. Unde~ fairly weak conditions Fe can show that there is an

unambiguous decrease in labpr supply. This is because the adjustment in

the exe~ption level offs~ts the income effect of the change in the m.t.r.,

leaving us with almost a pure substitution effect.
2

However, now suppose

the margin~+ ~age is stochasttc wi~h a given probabili~y distribution. Then

the decision problem can be interpreted in the following way. The person

has 24 hours a day to allocate, each of which could be devoted to leisure

(with a determinate return in terms of utility) or to work, with a stochastic

return. This looks rather like a portfolio composition problem, and in

that case we wquld expect an increase in the m.t.r. to increase the amount

of resources "invested in the risky asset"--i.e., to increase the tiIlle

devoted to risky work--by reducing the effective dispersion of the reward.

In fact both conventional labor qupply effects and portfolio effects are

present in a model with wage rate uncertainty, ,and sections 2 to 4 of this

paper are devoted to analyzing their opposing effects.

Since poor people often have uncertain budget constraints and since

income maintenance programs can obviously be discussed in the context of

taxation theory, the informal results of the last paragraph raise some
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intriguing questions, which we shall examine later. (1) Does increased

progression still reduce work incentives? (2) What is the effect of social

insurance payments on work effort? (3) Can we still assert that wage

subsidy schemes will be more efficient than negative income taxes in terms

of the implicit labor supply disincentives?3

2. THE MODEL

Since our informal discussion suggested that there were two offsetting

effects of tax-rate progression when the wage rate'is stochastic, we might

guess that the outcome depends crucially on the stochastic specification.

This guess is confirmed by the general results proved formally in the

Appendix. It is, however, rather difficult to get much insight from a

very general exposition, so we shall employ an extremely simple version of

the model; it will readily be seen that the qualitative results will carry

over to more complex and realistic specifications. Hence, let the combined

tax and income maintenance systems be represented by a tax function:

T = my - B, (1)

where m is the uniform m.t.r., B is a transfer which mayor may not be

exogenously determined, T may be positive or negative, and y is original

4income which is given by:

Y 1<1h. (2)

Here h E: [0, 1 ] is the proportion of total time available that is actually

spent at work, and W is the stochastic wage rate. The simplification we

shall introduce for the distribution of W is to take this as a simple 2-

state variable:

W = { w with probability 1-P}
w~ with probability p

(3)
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with w~ < w, so that we may think of w and w~ as, respectively, success and

failure in the risky labor contract. All the results of this paper can

be obtained using (3), but we shall simplify further by putting w~ = 0.

The advantages of doing this are that it saves a good deal of messy algebra,

and has a natural interpretation in terms of the fourth kind of uncertainty

we shall consider.
S

Disposable income c is obviously y - T, so that we have the stochastic

budget constraint:

I
c = B + vhw ("success") }

("failure")

(4)

where v I - m. We turn now to consumer preferences. Once again we expect

the particular shape of the utility function to be crucial in determining

the outcome of the two approving forces cited in the introduction, and once

again we shall simplify in order to be able to interpret the parameters

easily. Let us take a form which has been shown to give a variety of

plausible shapes for the labor supply function: 6

U = - 13~ t(c-k) (Q,-h) 13 ] -£

where the parameters Q" k, 13, £ satisfy O<Q,~ 1, 13>0, £>1. When the

(S)

parameter k is positive, it may be interpreted as "subsistence minimum"

consumption. This utility furiction yields strictly declining absolute

risk aversion, and increasing/constant/decreasing relative risk aversion

depending on the sign of k; thus although simple in form, it gives us a

large vari~ty of interesting cases.

As a final piece of preliminary work we need to discuss the distinc-
\

tion between uncertainty of types (1) to (3) and uncertainty of type (4)
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mentioned in the introduction. Under types (1)-(3) the person obviously

makes a decision to work h hours, and has to accept whatever \oJ is

realized: Leisure is measured by ~-h whatever the realized value of W.

What happens with type (4) uncertainty? Here we imagine workers collectively

offer a contract of h units labor for a given wage w. However, for each

man it is uncertain whether he will be able to secure a job at that wage

(if unemployed) or keep his job (if employed) and thus secure the wage w

7
Then p becomes the probability of being unemployed.

There remains a difficulty concerning the amount of leisure realized. Two

extreme assumptions are possible. (a) The disability of being involuntarily

unemployed exactly matches the disability of work if employed--in which

case leisure is effectively given by £-h as before. This is the position

taken by Sjoquist (1976), and can be justified by noting that if unemployed

search costs in the form of time and goods will usually be incurred by

those wishing to work, and that higher search costs are presumably incurred

by those willing to work more. (b) The disability of involuntary unemploy-

ment is nil. In this case:

leisure = {£-h with probability l-P}
~ with probability p

(6)

This is the position taken by Hartley and Revankar (1974) and by Raniv

(1979). It has the rather unattractive implication that time when one is

laid off is pure leisure, thus destroying the dis~inction between voluntary

and involuntary unemployment. The truth probably lies between the two

extremes, and though we shall work principally with case (a) which corres-

ponds to uncertainty of types (1)-(3), we shall also state results for

case (b).
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In case (a), maximizing Ell subject to (4) we get an interior solution

h* g:!,ven by:

z(h*)

-e: -e:
= _[!+xl + qx

-8 [l+a J [1+xJ-e: + qax-e: -1 (7)

where for convenien~e we have defined the following new variables z(h*) ::

[h*-R. ] /h?'(, x :: [B-kJ /vwh*, q :: ~' a :: ~ aB/ah. We note z is an increasing

function of h*, that x has the interpretation of "excess transfer income"

as a proportion of net earnings, and that x will depend on the type of tax

or maintenance program being considered.

In case (b) the corresponding relation is:

_____[1+x J_-_e:__-:---=-_-:--~_
z(h*) = -(3 [l+aJ~+XJ -e:-l + aqx-e:-l [1- ~J8e:. (8)

These two rather opaque formulae, (7) and (8), yield fairly simple results

for tqe various particular schemes we shall now examine. 8

3. INCOME TAXATION

The simplest case of a tax scheme which incorporates negative income

taxation is found by requiring (3 to be a constant in all states of nature,

so that the transfer depends neither on the decisions of the worker, nor

whether "success" or "failure" occurs. This implies that a is zero, and

under these circumstances if case (b) were relevant it is clear that if

unemployment arises the person would enjoy maximum leisure combined with

a lump sum guarantee, whatever work contract he makes. Hence the probabil-

ity of unemployment would have no effect on the labor contract in this

extreme case. This can be checked by putting a=O in (8) and noting that
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q disappears. If the reward for failure is non-zero, however, or if the

world operates like case (a) (or some intermediate case between (a) and

(b)) this will not hold. Hence, we need to see what happens with case

(a). Putting a=O in (7) yields:

(9)

Observe also that:

(10)

Note first an implication of (9) using the definition of the variables

x and z. Simple rearrangement of (9) reveals that q is a decreasing

function of h* and vice versa.
9

So increased risk of the employment contract

(interpreted as a higher probability of failure) reduces labor supply.

Now consider (10). I Notice that this is in the form of fonstan~ +

[expression involving q]. As q+O (perfect certainty), obviously only the

constant remains on the RHS of (10). We may thus think of the first term

of th"e RES as a "certainty component" and of the second term as an

"uncertainty component" in the analysis of a small change in x. While the

former is of unambiguous sign, the latter is ambiguous. The uncertainty

component only has the same sign as the certainty component if x, the

ratio of excess transfer income to net earnings exceeds E. Now consider

what may happen to the sign of z. Suppose that at q=O, E>X. Then allow
x

q to increase: for a certain interval (O,g) the "certainty component" may

dominate, so that z <0. Thereafter, for a certain. interval, (q, q), the
x

"uncertainty component" dominates, so that z >0. However, as q is in
x

creasing, h* is falling, and x is rising. Assuming there is a finite q

such that h*+O as q+q, then x is bound to exceed E eventually, and so for
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-q>q we have z <0 once again. Thus for a high probability of failure thex

qualitative effect of an increase in the x-ratio on h* is the same for low

values of q, while for intermediate values the effect may be reversed

(see Figures 1 and 2).

Let us see what this implies for changes in tax parameters. First,

differentiate (z) to obtain:

dh* = z dx.
x

If B is kept constant and m is increased, then dx = x[ ~m - ~* dh*].

On substituting this in (11) and rearranging we have:

(11)

ah*
mn

h* h R,] -1
-:;- t + h*xz •

x
(12)

h "f JI,T is is negat1ve 1 ----
xh*

10
< z < 0, and is positive elsewhere.x

Hence

(12) may have either sign for different values of q, which is in sharp

contrast to the certainty case for this model. For if we substitute for

x and let q+O we find the limiting value of (12) is [h*-JI,I (l+f3)] Iv which

is strictly negative. 11
Second, if m is kept constant, and B increased,

re-evaluation of dx in (11) yields:

ah* h*
aB = B-k [

JI, ]-1
1 + h*xz

x
(13)

Evidently the same conditions on the sign prevail as in the case of (12),

provided that B>k; and in the case of certainty expression (13) becomes

-sl [vw (l+S)] which is again always negative. Thus, even though the labor

supply curve under certainty is of a conventional, upward-sloping type,

for certain values of the probability of unemployment and of the elasticity
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of utility w.r.t. consumption (such that z t(-£/xh*,O)) we have the
x

unconventional result that labor supply increases with an increase in the

m.t.r. or the l~mp sum transfer.

However, single parameter changes are of only limited interest. We

should also like to know what happens if both tax parameters are manipulated

so that the system is made more progressive. Following Cowell (1975) there

appear to be two interesting and practical ways to define an increase in pro-

gression: a positive dm accompanied by a dB such that dc = 0 (so expected

disposable income remains unaltered), or a positive dm accompanied by a

~B such that EdT = 0 (so expected tax liability or expected net benefit

. 1 . 1 d) l' d . h 12entlt ement remalns una tere • Eva uatlng x ln eac case, using

manipulations similar to those above, we get in each of these two cases:

and

l
h

dm

Edc o

V

h* ~ + --_£_-
z h* x+l-px r (14)

l
h

dm

EdT = 0

h* [1 + 1 [_£__ l-Pl]-l
v x+l-p z h* v J .

x
(15)

Note that under certainty expressions (15) and (16) become, respectively,

[h*-£] Iv and [h*-£] I [v+SJ each of which is always neg~tive, as we would

expect. However, if the uncertainty component "outweighs" th~ certainty

component in (10), so that z > 0, we find the remarkable result that
x

even though leisure and consumption are

(14) is negative. This is a~so true in (15) if v£ > z
h* [l-P] x

superior goods there

> O. So

are values
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of the probability of failure, and of the risk aversion parameter such

that we get the perverse effect of increased progression increasing labor

supply!

More formally we can state: For certain values of q and E the effect

of an increase in the m.t.r. combined with a change in the transfer such

that expected tax payments/receipts are kept constant is to increase work

incentives. Whenever this occurs for the expected tax-compensated case,

it also occurs for the expected consumption-compensated case and the

13
uncompensated cases.

So far we have only demonstrated the possibility of wage uncertainty

yielding perverse results on progression and work incentives. Let us

then consider more closely under what conditions this unusual result will

occur. Clearly the three quantities which together determine whether the

"certainty" or "uncertainty" effect dominates are E (risk aversion minus),

p and x the ratio of excess transfer income to earned income. For the

purposes of illustrating how these three interact it is more convenient to

B-k
vw· Clearly we will be interested in critical values of

(£, p, s) such that z is exactly zero. These values form the boundary
x

points of a convex set, within which cases of perverse labor supply

response are to be found, and outside which one finds cases of conventional

labor supply. The contours of this set are illustrated in Figures land

2 for the special case ~=S=l. Notice that the upper part of each contour

is labelled p, and the lower part E' The reasqn for this is that at any

given value of E and S, as we increase p from zero the first time the

boundary is crossed at E indicates the point at which we switch from

conventional to unconventional supply response; the second crossing at p
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indicates the point at which we revert to. conventional behavior. Thus,

for example, given ~=.l (excess transfer income is 10% of the net wage

rate), and e:=l, if the probability of "failure" (unemployment) lies

between about 7% and 52%, we find the perverse case of labor supply

increasing with an increase in tax progression. From either picture it

is readily seen that the higher the elasticity of utility with respect

to consumptibn, and/or the lower the ratio of transfer income to net

earnings, the larger is the interval (E' p) in which the perverse result

arises.

Also in Figures 1 and 2 is plotted the set of values (~, e:~ p) such

that h*=O; this is marked as p. Notice that as the ratio ~ is increased,

two possibly undesirable effects occur. (i) As we have just seen, the

range within which it is possible to get both increased progression and

greater work incentives at the margin shrinks. (ii) The probability level

at which no work whatsoever is offered also falls. This is given by

p = 1 - ~ so that in our case, if B-k = vw, then h*=O, whatever the
Q,

labor market conditions. One obvious implication of this is that as we

look at different sections of the labor market, given that the taxi

transfer scheme is common to all~ the higher is the wage rate, the lower

is the "cutoff" probability p at which the individual will not seek work

at all.

Hence, for poor people who face wage uncertainty of types (1) and

(3) (or type (4) when assumption (a) holds) we have a surprising result

for the negative income tax--increased progression can accompany increased

work incentive even when the person is exactly compensated. The segment

of the population that is potentially in such a position is quite large.



Even if we ignore the problem of unemployment'(and hence that of whether

assumption (a) or (b) is relevant) we find that about 22% of poor

American families are headed by partially or wholly self-employed persons,

while about 18% of all poor families are headed by wholly self-employed

14
persons. What this means is that for risk-averse families with low

nonemployment income we can manipulate the tax/income maintenance scheme

to secure a more equitable distribution of disposable income without

incurring a reduction in social product through the labor supply response.

This is independent of the labor supply response of the non-poor and

relies solely on the variance-reducing effect of the policy instruments.

4. WAGE TAXATION AND SOCIAL INSURANCE

By contrast to section 2 we now wish to use the wage rate as the

base for a taxation and income maintenance program to see if similar

conclusions apply. The obvious way to do this is to write B = Dh in (1),

with D a constant.
lS

Using (2) this then yields a wage tax/subsidy

scheme with marginal tax rate m and a breakeven point at w = D.

However, if the analysis is to continue to cover the possibility of

unemployment (as the fourth source of uncertainty) the wage subsidy must

be complemented by some social insurance scheme when the person has no

job. Contrast this with the NIT which could be discussed in isolation

since a minimum level of consumption was guaranteed in all states of the

world by the NIT alone. The way the unemployment insurance is administered

will crucially affect the labor supply decision.
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Consider first of all a system which ties the unemployment compensa-

tion to the normal contracted hours. Disposable income is then:

1
c

o
c

Dh* + vh*w, if employed, }

Dh*, if unemployed.
(16)

As before we may distinguish case (a) where leisure is always given by

.Q.-h (applicable to uncertainty types (1) to (3) and capturing one polar

case of type (4) uncertainty--unemployment) and case (b) where leisure is

determined according to equation (6) (the other extreme assumption about

unemployment).

In addition to these two cases, however, we must consider an alterna-

. f· h· 16
t~ve way 0 runn~ng t e ~nsurance syste~ Suppose benefits are not

~elated to regular earnings, or work hours, but are a given sum B, then

we have:

1
c Dh* + vh*w, if employed, }

CO = B, if unemployed,
(17)

where I assume B < cl in order to avoid the problem of sybaritic excesses

on social security. Once again we could distinguish ,the two rival assump-

tions about leisure under type (4) uncertainty. However, budget constraint

(17) together with the assumption of equation (6) turns out to yield the

same result as our case (a) and therefore, does not need separate analysis.

The three cases for consideration under wage subsidy are therefore: (a)

budget constraint (16) and leisure = .Q.-h; (b) budget constraint (16) and

leisure given by (6); (c) budget constraint (17) and leisure = .Q.-h.

The expressions that one derives for the optimal solution of substi-

tuting from (16) or (17) into (7) or (8), respectively, turn out to be quite
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complicated except in case (a). Hence we shall make the simplifying

assumptions that· k = 0 (so that x = D/vw) and that B = B = Dh*. The more

general version is unlikely to provide substantially more insight, and

unconventional results are far more easily discussed using this simple and

conventional model. Optimal labor supply in the three cases is then given,

respectively, by:

z = -S,

z = -S[l+qx-
S

[l-l/zlSE J-1

z = -S [l+q [l+l/xJJ '
with the corresponding formulae for z being:

x

z = 0,
x

2 S
-1z [ x Ss Jz = s - qs sx xS

[ J-l 2
z = Sqsl+l/x /x
x

,

where s - z/z-1.

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

We want to see what effect uncertainty has on labor incentives.

Note that in this simple model with Cobb-Douglas u~ility, the certainty

case is given by (18a, 19a) -- setting q = 0 elsewhere confirms this well

known result. In general, under perfect certainty, whether a parameter

change increases or decreases work incentives depends simply on (i) whether

the net wage is increased, (ii) whether the regular labor sqpply function

is forward- or backward-blending. With uncertainty we find the picture

rather more complex since the parameter change will alter the effective

dispersion of rewards. In case (c), we.may use the definitions of x and

z to deduce immediately that hit hit >0 as s>O. Hence, in this case, if
m' D< <

the probability of unemployment is positive, an increment in either the



m.t.r. or the guaranteed wage increases/decreases labor supply according

as the elasticity of utility w.r.to consumption is positive or negative.

In other words, quite risk averse people (e: > 0) will increase their labor

supply when the wage tax/subsidy scheme is made more progressive (D and

m go up). Less risk averse people (for whom -1 < e: < 0) decrease their

labor supply. Manipulation of (19b) is obviously a little harder,

although if e: < 0, we evidently have Zx > 0 and hence h*m' h*D>O. If E:

is sufficiently large and positive, then we may find z h* h* < 0. 17
x' m' D

Hence in this case increased progression of the wage tax/subsidy makes

high-risk-averse people work less and lo~risk-averse people work more.

Cases (b) and (c) because of their different treatment of leisure

combined with their different treatment of the unemployment-guarantee

evidently produce "mirror-image' results. In each case, increased risk

(a higher q) increases the magnitude of the incentive effect.

The appropriate answer will depend on the institutional set-up, the

nature of the uncertainty, and on preferences. The institutional set-up

determines whether (16) or (17) is the relevant constraint. The nature of

the uncertainty and workers' preferences will determine which treatment

of leisure is appropriate. Personal preference~, in turn, fix the degree

of risk aversion. In any case, it is clear that as with the income tax

the policy instruments may be~aneuvered to yield higher income support

for the poor without necessarily producing a concomitant reduction in

labor supply and social product.
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5. COMPARISON OF THE SCHEMES

So far we have shown that wage rate uncertainty drastically alters

the relationship between progressivity and labor supply in a certain

section of the population for each of two income maintenance programs.

To compare the performance of the two programs correctly requires a

thorough consideration of the welfare economics of this simple two-good

economy. However~ let us examine one straightforward issue which has been

prominent in the literature--which scheme provides greater work incen

tives? Clearly~ the answer depends on the type of model we use and

the basis for comparison of the schemes. We deal first with uncertainty

of types (1)-(3)~ and type (4) with the assumption that leisure =

t-h; and we shall consider three bases for comparison~ as follows.

I. Universal Equivalence. Here we assume in each state of nature

either that the schemes each produce the same level of disposable income,

or that they each produce the same tax revenue/subsidy requirement, or

that they each produce the same utility level. Notice that since the

probabilistic structure.is very simple, it is possible to guarantee such

universal equivalence with only the small number of tax parameters

available. Call optimal labor supply under NIT~ under wage subsidy

scheme (a), and under wage subsidy scheme (c) h*, h**, h***, respectively.

Since it is clear from (9), (18a)~ (18c) that h**>h* and h**>h***

whatever the x-ratios of the three schemes, we do not need to include

wage-subsidy scheme (a) in our comparisons, since this will dominate the

other two schemes. We may restrict ours.elves to a comparison of h* and

h***.
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Consider first universal equivalence on a disposable income (consump

tion) basis. Requiring that cO be uniform under all three schemes

evidently means B=B. If we alsq require that cl be uniform under each

scheme:

"vwh* + B = vwh*** + Dh***, ' (20)

"where v is the value of v under wage-subsidy scheme (c). Assuming for

convenience'that under scheme (c) B=Dh***, as in the previous section,

theu'dividing (20) by cO, immediately reveals that we have identical x-

ratios (given k=O) , and using equations (9) and (18c) we have the result

that for this simplified utility function z(h***) > z(h*) so that h*** >

h*. A similar argument establishes an identical result for equivalence

on a utility 'basis.

Ne~;~onsider the case of identical tax receiPts/subsidy payments

under each scheme. Dbviously we must again have B=B, and we shall assume

again that for the (c)-program B=Dh***. Then if tax revenues are also

equal,

"
mwh* - B = [ mw - DJh***, (21)

"where m is the value of m under wage-subsidy scheme (c). It is evident

from (21) that the x-ratio for the NIT is X=B,'[ l-rnJwh*Jand for the wage

subsid..y saheme isx=D/ l-m w=B/ wh***-wrnh* so that x>x as h***<h*.. , <. >

Hpwever, froI)l (9) and (18c) :j.t can be shown that h*>h*** would imply

x< x which is a contradiction. Hence h***>h* once again.

Thus, under universal equivalence the level of labor incentives

ranks the schemes in the following order: type-(a) wage-subsidy, type-

(c) wiige-subsidy, NIT.
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II. Expected Equivalence. Suppose that instead of requiring

equivalence under each state of nature we require only that expected

disposable income, taxes or utility be the same in each case. Once

again we may argue that wage-subsidy scheme (a) provides higher work

incentives than does scheme (c) or the NIT. When we come to a compari

son of scheme (c) and the NIT, however, the comparison is not so straight

forward. For example, let us suppose that it is required that expected

disposable income at the optimum be the same for each scheme. Clearly

this reqllires:

(22)

where Dh***=B. Notice that there is only one constraint on the value of

the tax parameters rather than the two constraints under comparison II.

Hence, given v and D, it will in general be possible to choose a NIT scheme

·with parameters v, B such that (22) is satisfied, x<x and h*>h***. Hence

if only expected equivalence rather than universal equivalence is required

we can. construct a NIT with more favorable labor incentives but, in

general, a different m.t.r.

III. Marginal Comparisons. So far we have considered simply the

effect of a given set of tax parameter values on the total quantity of

labor supplied. An important additional question concerns the change in

labor supply in response to a small change in taxation. The motivation

for this is easy to see. Suppose we design an anti-poverty program with

some given level of transfer and marginal tax rate. Furthermore, suppose

that it is subsequently decided that the m.t.r. should be increased along

with the guaranteed transfer in order ·to "direct public assistance more
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selectively"--i. e., to increase the scheme's progressivity. We should be

interested to know whether the particular administrative structure of the

scheme will imply that such incr~ases in the m.t.r. will be accompanied

by significant disincentives to work at the margin. For this" comparison

we are interested in the relative magnitude of a quantity such as oh/om

at the optimum under the different schemes.

For eas¢ of comparison we examine the three schemes under ~ sitUation

where each has an identical x-ratio, and consider the effect on optimum

labor supply of a small increase in progression--i.e., of an increase in

this ratio of transfer income to disposable earnings. This: can be done by

examining z at the optimum, which provides a convenient way of repre-x .

senting the effect of an increase in the progessivity of the maintenance

scheme 4Pon labor supply.

Now i!i is evident from (19a, 19c) that z~* = Oan~ zx***>O. So if

£>0 an increase in x has a more favorable effect on incentives under wage-

subsidy scheme (c) than under sch~me (a); the reverse conclusion is true

if £<O~ By using (10) a similar argument holds for a comparison of the

NIT with the type (a) wage-subsidy scheme. There remains the comparison

of wage-subsidy scheme (c) with NIT. From (19c) and (10) it is apparent

that z*~* > z* as:'x <x "

(23)

Hence, we expect that for low values of £ (risk aversion), wage subsidy

type (c) provides superior incentives to those of NIT; for large values

of £, the situation will be reversed. However, if q vanishes, then NIT

1 'd 1 . , h' , 18a ways ~rov~ es ower ~ncent~ves at te marg~n.
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Finally, let us consider the case where the uncertainty relates to

unemployment (type 4) and leisure is determined by relation (6). Once

again we may compare the NIT, a wage ,subsidy with earnings-related

unemployment benefit (case (b) of the last section), and a wage subsidy

with flat rate unemployment benefit. As we noted before, this last

program turns out to have the same labor supply function as case (a)

(see equations (18a), (19a)). From equations (9), (10) it is clear once

again that, except for marginal comparisons, this program will produce

greater work incentives than either of the other two programs. Let us

then consider the NIT versus a type (b) wage subsidy.

Clearly z is negative for the NIT, and from (19b) we know that it
x .

will be positive for the wage subsidy if e:<0. Hence we may infer that for

low inequality aversion the wage subsidy provides greater work incentives

than the NIT. This conclusion does not necessarily hold for high risk

aversion.

Notice how the choice between the two wage subsidy schemes depends

on the way leisure is modelled under the different states of nature. If

leisure is ~-h* then an earnings-related unemployment compensation program

elicits maximum work hours. If leisure is determined as equation (6)

then a flat rate unemployment compensation is to be preferred. In each

case the wage subsidy is preferred to the NIT, except for marginal compar-

isons when there is a positive probability of failure.

5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In a simplified model we have seen how dramatically different results

on taxation and labor incentives are found if wage uncertainty is present,
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APPENDIX

LetU(c,h) be a concave utility function satisfying Uc>O, Uh<O,

Uc(O,h) = Uh(O,I) = 00, and let c = y - T where T and yare given by

(1) and (2). Maximization of EU gives:

dEU = vE(U W) + EU = °dh c h (AI)

for an interior solution. Write w = EW.and differentiate equation (AI).

We get:

vE(UccWdc*) + E(Uchdc*) + [VE(UchW) + EUhh ] dh = E(UcW)dm,

where dc* = vWdh - h*Wdm + dB. Now if we put Edc=O, we have

dB = h*wdm - vwdh*. Substituting in (A2) gives:

(A2)

[V~(UCCW2) - WE(UccW)] + [E(UchW) - WEUch] ] [Vdh* - h*dm]

+ [VE (UchW) + EUhh]dh* = E(UcW)dm (A3)

Noting that E(U ~) - wE(U W) = cov (UccW,W) and writing Q = cov (W, Uch +cc . cc

vW U ), we find (A3) implies:cc

dh*l
dm I

I

I
i

IEdc = 0

E(U W) + h*Qc .
(A4)

Secondly, if we put EdT=O, we have dB=h*Wdm - vWdh*, which upon substitution

in (A2) by a similar method yields:

..
dh* I

dm I
I
;EdT = 0
I

E(U W) + h*Qc
(AS)
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Clearly if Q=O the signs of (A4) and (AS) can be determined simply by

the signs qf their re?pective qenominators. The sufficiency conditions

for these to be negative turn out to be identical to the co~ditions f?r

the Gase of certainty referred to in footnote 2 of the text. Oth~rwise,

the sign and magnitude of the covariance term Q will be crucial in

determining the effect of tax progression. The s~gn of this Glear1y

depends pn tpe dispersiop. of W, tq.~ magnitude pf ~~ ap.d the "Gurvature"

of the uti1~ty function--risk aversion. In particular, Block and
# " " '

Reineke (19,73) show that' tP~ reasop.able assumpti9nsof declining absolute

ris~ aversion~ separa?le util~ty (implying that risk aversion is

independent of total hours worked), and the s1.fperiority of leis.llre
~: . ".;, " .

guarantee tha~ Q is strictly PQsitive. .RenG~ it is clearl¥ possible to

get the p;epmrse results ()f a comp~nsaf:ed inc~eCJ.se ilf prog~ession leading

to greater labor supp~y in a quite general model with a conventional

utility function. The text id~ntifies more carefully the conditions

under which this arises in a more convenient specia+Case.
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NOTES

1Examples of the theory of labor supply under certainty are

Allingham (1972), Cassidy (1970). One paper that has dealt with

the general problem of wage rate uncertainty· is Block and Reineke

(1973) •

2To make this precise we need to know the size of the changes .in

the change in the exemption level relative to the change in the m.t.r.

If this "is constructed so that the person is left on the same

indifference curve, clearly we isolate a pure substitution effect.

If the change is such that the person enjoys the same consumption

level as before then the increased progression reduces work effort

as long as consumption is a superior good. If the change is such

that the person has the same tax liability as be-fore, .then work effort

is reduced as long as leisure is a superior good.

30n this subject see Garfinkel (1973), Kesselman (1969, 1976),

Schlenker (1973), Zeckhauser (1971), Barth and Greenberg (1971).

4Unearned income is an unnecessary complication at this stage.

5I~ w~ is non-zero the essential difference in what follows is that

the ratio w~/w further modifies the conditions under which 'perverse'

results are obtained.

6See Barzel and MacDonald (1973). Consider the no-tax case under

perfect certainty and let t:here be unearned income I. Then it is

easily seen that:

w ah S [I-kJ
h aw w~~·S[i-kJ

I ah -SI

h ar w~-S [t-kJ
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each of which may be either positive or negative if k~O. We could

also consider O>B>-l, but this makes (5) slightly more complicated.

7Taking p as parametrically given is a strong assumption, since it

implies that it is unaffected by the optimal amount of labor supplied

or of effort in job search, and is thus unaffected by the tax system.

It is, however, a device used elsewhere in the literature-~see, for

exampie, aartley and Revankar (1974)--and to relax it satisfactorily

would probably involve a thorough-going model of temporal risk, a

complication which I have been anxious to avoid. A second difficulty

concerning p may be dealt with more easily: It is evidently

reasonable to suppose that this probability be different for an employed

man from that for an unemployed man. This presents no problem for

the formai arialysis as long as the person has a cieai idea of what the

probability of employment ("suc~ess") is at the time he makes the

labor supply decision. It is true that this probability may differ

from that facing his neighbor, but that will not alter the qualitative

results of the paper since it deals only with individual behavior and

subjective probabilities (of any magnitude). However, this difficulty

would become significant if an attempt is made to aggregate over

individuals, and to interpret p as an observable rather than a subjective

probability.

80ne further note of caution: for some m~intenance schemes the value

of B, and hence a, will depend on the particular state (that is

realized (e.g. whether the person is unemployed)). This additional

complication which we will consider later has not been written into

(7) and (8).
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9This result is similar to that obtained by Sjoquist (1976) and is

true for any concave utility function U.

10ReCalling that Sand 1+E: are necessarily positive, examination of

(9) and (10) reveals that the lower constraint cannot be violated

for any q.

lIThe first order condition guarantees that l-.Q,lh*<-S.

l2Edc=0 implies:

-whdm+~dh+[l+qJ dB = 0

Now we have as an identity:

dx-=
x

dB +dm_dh
B-k v h

Substituting for dB from the first relation in the second and noting

that II [l+q] = I-p y.ields the result. A similar manipulation produces

the condition for EdT=O.

l3The justification of this last remark is simple. The "perverse

result" is obtained in the uncompensated cases, etc., if z is posi
y.

tive; the result is obtained in the expected-tax-compensated case if

z lies within a given subset of the positive halfline. This result
x

generalizes to any concave utility function for which leisure and

consumption are superior.

14Source CPS Series P60 for the year 1975. I am grateful to Nancy

Williamson for providing these figures.

l5It will be seen to be a simple version of that discussed by

Zeckhauser (1971), Garfinkel and Schlenker (1971), for example.
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16A budget constraint similar to (17) is used by Hartley and

Revankar (1974), and by S'joqt1:I.st (1976). Raniv (1979) uses a constraint

similar to (16).

17This can be established by noting that for positive, finite £, the

sign of'z depends on the magnitude of x£jq£--if this ratio isx

sufficiently large then z <0. Since X and q may have any positive
x

value we can see that Zx may i,ndeed he negative for 0<£<00.

18 h 1· h· 1· . . . h h d .d 1T e resu t 1n t 1S 1m1t1ng case concurs W1t te stan ar resu t

regarding levels of work incentive under c~rtainty established by,

for example, Kesselman (1971, 1973).
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